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Abstract
For complex techno-social system-of-systems, the system’s robustness and its ability to adapt to changing environments and 
circumstances over the life cycle of the systems is an important measure of system quality and effectiveness. 
The IEEE 15288-2004 standard describes the concept of “enabling systems” that provide non-operational services to the system-
of-interest at various times in the system life cycle. This concept of enabling systems provides critical components and 
perspective in the architecting and analysis of systems-of-systems adaptability and capabilities over time. Enabling systems also 
provide a potential strong link between the technical system and larger environmental effects such as economic conditions.
This paper develops the role of enabling systems in systems and systems-of-systems performance and adaptability..
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1. Introduction
Enabling systems are an important component of systems-of-systems and complex system architecting and
analysis. The consideration of the enabling systems supporting the various component systems of a complex systems 
provides potential insights into system robustness, adaptability and vulnerabilities and to likely coupling paths from 
environmental factors such as economic conditions and system-of-system performance.
This paper develops the role of enabling systems in systems-of-systems and proposes a high level framework to 
incorporate the enabling systems into the analysis of system-of-systems performance and adaptability. Section 2 
introduces the enabling system concept. Section 3 describes the high level impacts and roles that enabling systems 
perform in system operational performance and adaptability over the system lifecycle. Section 4 discusses enabling 
systems and the architecting and analysis of systems-of-systems. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions and section
6 describes follow-on research steps.
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2. The Enabling System Concept
“Enabling Systems” are systems, outside of the operational environment, that provide non-operational services 
or capabilities to the system-of-interest at various times in the system life cycle. Reference [1] introduced the 
concept and provides the following definition:
“Throughout the life cycle of a system-of-interest, essential services are required from systems that are not 
directly a part of the operational environment, e.g. mass-production system, training system, maintenance system. 
Each of these systems enables a part, e.g. a stage, of the life cycle of the system-of-interest to be conducted. Termed 
enabling systems, they facilitate progression of the system-of-interest through its life cycle.”
Reference [1] describes enabling systems with the development of the example of those systems that support the 
system-of-interest during the major system lifecycle stages – concept  and development systems that provides 
develop the system-of-interest, production systems that produce the system of interest (and potentially the 
replacement parts etc…) and the support and retirement services that comprise the traditional waterfall development 
pattern and system lifecycle. 
For traditional systems the primary enabling systems are those described in [1], the organizations that provide 
services to the systems-of-interest during the specific lifecycle phase with a well defined period or phase in which 
the services are provided and clear distinctions between the services and capabilities of the system-of-interest (for 
example a passenger ship) and the services provided by the enabling systems (for example a ship design 
organization or a ship yard).  
In systems with this traditional phased relationship with these primary enabling systems, much of the system’s
adaptability is determined by the capabilities built into the system-of-interest. Increasingly, for complex, networked 
systems-of-systems, these distinctions are not as clear and significant components of system adaptability, can be 
effectively allocated (implicitly or explicitly) to enabling systems. 
An example of this type of allocation can be found in the common computer security/anti-virus systems that are 
now virtual requirements for most computing devices. For these anti-virus systems, much of the systems 
effectiveness is determined by the virus definitions that enable the system to recognize and react to the threat. As 
new threats emerge, these are detected and analyzed, and new definitions and responses are developed for the anti-
virus system. These are clear enabling system functions, taking place in development and production  type enabling 
systems. These updates are then added to the individual antivirus system via the network and the individual systems 
have new capabilities that allow them to deal with the changing threat environment. This threat environment is 
dynamic and eventually a non-updated anti-virus system would have potentially significant gaps in the protection it 
provides – it would lose effectiveness and relevancy without the regular interactions with the supporting enabling 
systems. This integrated model of system-of-interest and enabling systems will be explored further in the following 
sections.
3. Enabling Systems and System Performance Over Time 
For a conventional system lifecycle progression, it can be seen that the quality and capability of the various 
enabling systems should impact the quality and capabilities of the system-of-interest. These impacts can, but do not 
have to directly impact system operational performance, for example expert users or very high user resource 
expenditures in preventive maintenance may make up for system shortcomings due to design shortcoming or poor 
supporting diagnostic systems. 
For this discussion, a well-supported system-of-interest, whether that support is allocated to high quality enabling 
systems, to high quality users and user effort or some combination are described as “High Support Level” systems. 
Conversely, a system-of-interest with shortfalls in its enabling systems and without adequate user expertise or 
adequate resources to make up for these shortcomings is described as a “Low Support Level System”.  Figure 1
illustrates notional performance trajectories over the system operational lifespans for hypothetical High Support 
Level and Low Support Level systems. .
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Figure 1 Notional System Performance versus Operational Need Trajectories Over the System Operational Life. 
The systems are designed to meet a given operational need and both meet this need at initial system operational 
capability. As time progress, the need evolves, in this case generally increasing, for example a need to handle 
increasing highway or air traffic volumes with time. While the need increases generally linearly, there may be 
inflection points where there is a significant change, for example the introduction of a new opposing weapons 
systems or a change in regulations driving increased traffic or other major change in the operational environment.
The Low Support Level System may be actually degrading from its initial capability as system functions are 
degraded due to poor support and use. This degradation may be at a fairly moderate pace but may still result in the 
performance starting to fall well short of the evolving needs. If there is a major failure, the system may suffer 
significant and possibly long term degradation.
The High Support Level System maintains system functionality and may be increasing capabilities due to 
increasing user expertise and incremental changes introduced by the enabling support system. The enabling system 
and/or user capabilities allow the system to recover from major failures and robust concept/develop/produce 
enabling systems allow the system to develop and deploy major upgrades to maintain currency as operational needs 
increase. 
The adaptability illustrated in the operational performance trajectories in Figure 1 can be classified by magnitude 
of the change or effort required to update the system-of-interest and the time needed to implement these changes. 
Building on a change continuum concept described in reference [2], Figure 2 shows a range of changes covering 
increasing efforts and implementation times. The real time changes are made in operating the system, for example 
reorienting a sensor and require no significant change to the system itself. More time and effort are required to 
reconfigure, for example change from cargo to passenger configuration, or to repair a failure. A system update
requires the development and integration of new functionality and hence more time and effort. At the end of the 
curve is the long term/high effort development of a new system.
Figure 2 System Change Magnitude and Type vs Time (Adapted from [2] Figure 4).
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The allocation of roles between system capabilities, system users and enabling system capabilities is an important 
architectural choice. Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate rough role allocations for low and high automation systems.
Figure 3 Roles in Implementing Change for Low to Moderate Automation/Complexity Systems
Figure 4 Roles in Implementing Change for medium to High Automation/Complexity Systems
In general, for both low and high automation systems, the enabling system capabilities are expected to be the 
critical capabilities for system update and system development capabilities that represent the ability to adapt to long 
term, significant changes to the operational needs. In both high and low automation systems, the users remain very 
important for the near term reconfigure/repair changes that provide the response to system failures.  References [3], 
describing the uncontained engine failure on an A380 jetliner and reference [4] describing loss of flight AF447 
provide examples of the importance of user training and expertise in the response to failures in even highly 
automated systems. Reference [5], a description of the Apollo 13 failure and recovery, provides an excellent 
example of the value of high user expertise as well highly capable enabling system capabilities, here in the form of 
system simulations and architectural data and the system and operational expertise of the supporting teams, in 
recovering from a devastating system failure to a highly automated system. 
4. Enabling Systems and Systems-of-Systems 
Enabling systems play similar roles to those described above for systems-of-systems – with several key potential 
amplifiers of the importance of enabling systems:
1.) The highly networked and hence automated nature of many systems-of-systems; networking and automation 
of data flows are key enablers for many systems-of-systems, effectively pulling the roles of the enabling 
systems closer to real-time operations, for example periodic data base updates of GPS road and terrain maps 
that are used by cars and aircraft for navigation.
2.) The movement away from a conventional waterfall style lifecycle to a lifecycle much more akin to the 
continuous development and updating model described in [2], where updates happen on a near continuous 
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basis and multiple enabling systems, supporting multiple systems within the system-of-systems are updating, 
reconfiguring, etc at any given time. Everyday examples of this shift can be seen in antivirus software and 
operating systems where periodic patches and virus update files are downloaded to maintain and extend the 
capabilities of these systems in the face of changing needs or discovered shortfalls.
3.) The Managerial Independence of the Component systems: Maier in reference [6] identifies this managerial 
independence of component systems as one of the defining characteristics of system-of- systems. This 
implies separate acquisition and maintenance of both the system-of-interest and potentially of the key 
enabling systems. Low Support Level Systems embedded in a larger system-of-systems can have major 
impacts on overall system robustness:
xOn November 9th and 10th 1965 a major power supply line, from a hydroelectric plant, operating at high 
levels but below capacity had a back-up circuit interrupt trip. This occurred due to old settings of which 
the power company was unaware.  A number of parallel lines rapidly overloaded and had relays open. 
The resulting loss of power in the system lowered frequencies and set off a cascade of generator trips 
that blacked out much of the North East US for one to two days. The failure cascade took approximately 
ten minutes to spread from the Canadian point of origin to the New York City area. [7]
xOn July 13, 1977 a localized blackout hit New York City and left 9 million people without power for up to 
a day.  This blackout was started by multiple (four) lightning strikes in quick succession (less than one 
hour) on Consolidated Edison transmission towers. A major contributing factor was that the tower fault 
relays that did not reopen after the strikes had passed. These equipment failures were due to a 
combination of design flaws, equipment removed for maintenance, and poor maintenance on key 
equipment. [8] [9].
xOn July 2nd 1996 a main line in Idaho was lost due to a flashover (current bridging) to a tree that was too 
close to a power line. 2 million people over a large part of the north and mid-west lost power for up to 
several hours. [10]
Thus, if anything, due to these three factors, the role of enabling systems, for better or worse, is likely to be more 
significant for systems-of-systems architecting and analysis . An interesting and possibly quite useful angle that the 
enabling systems bring into the architecting and analysis of complex systems and systems-of-systems is a path or 
means to account for the coupling of external environmental effects and managerial decisions into the technical 
system performance – especially in the areas of economic conditions. For example, how do you detect, analyze and 
mitigate for the possibility that a budget constrained component system owner reduces maintenance and increases to 
overall probability and impact of system-of-system failures
5. Conclusions
Enabling systems play an important role in system performance over the lifecycle and can make the difference 
between a system that loses effectiveness and relevance as needs and the environment evolves or as failures occur 
and one that maintains a high level of currency as change occurs and its lifecycle progresses.
Systems-of-Systems, especially highly networked, highly automated systems with multiple managerially 
independent component systems and with non-standard lifecycles and possibly continuous update cycles should pay 
particular attention to the supporting enabling systems in the architecting and analysis and ongoing monitoring and 
updating of the system.
6. Next Research Steps
The next major step in this research is seen to be building up models of systems-of-systems and complex systems 
with enabling systems included, as well as the networked, automated, managerially independent aspects of modern 
systems-of-systems to explore sensitivities, operational performance and failure modes.  This would build on the 
complex system architecture frameworks and agent based modeling approaches for these frameworks developed in 
references [11] and [12]. The enabling system concept can be potentially integrated into an agent based analysis 
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framework for systems-of-systems in several ways. The enabling systems could be represented as agents themselves 
with specified interactions for the systems supported. The impacts of the enabling systems reflected in the systems 
of interest being modeled, with appropriate coupling to environmental or other dependencies built in, for example a 
coupling of reliability to an economic variable to reflect varying capabilities in an enabling maintenance system.
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